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CoverStory: the lure of hot markets
by juliana koranteng

A long trail of pessimistic nouns has riddled media
headlines about the global economy, but the news need
not be so dire for the international marketer. The
Internationalist talks to Patrick Ehringer of DDB France,
Karim Fahmyof UM7, David Gray of Open Sweden,
Jonathan Howlett of BBC, Claudia Neuoff of Delta, Adam
Smith of Group M and Mwambu Wanendeya of Zain
about how strong brands can access a constant stream of
new markets, creating new business opportunities.
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online
Youmay have noticed a refreshed look to

this magazine, particularly a new logo.

We’ve listened over the past several years,

and find that the people in this industry

refer to us as THE Internationalist. So in

an era when the consumer is king, we’ve

adapted by adding the word “THE” to our

name. We will now also write

internationalist as ONE word— rather

than the stacked three words, so that it is

more easily recognized around the world.

(After five and a half years, I guess we are

growing up!)

This also comes at a time when we our

brand that is reflected IN PRINT, ONLINE

and IN PERSON. Launched in 2003 as a

magazine to connect the people and ideas

in international advertising, marketing and

media, we are increasingly becoming a

source for international best practices. We

are proud of a growing collection of events

such as our series with the ANA to help

U.S. marketers learn more about

international marketing issues. Two other

Internationalist series —Marketing

Matters andMedia Matters—debut later

this year as intimate seminars to discuss

the hot topics affecting our business in

these times. And our themed events, like

Oktoberfest Comes to New Yorkwith the

Germanmedia community and the

German Consulate are headed to being

annual “must attend” programs.

The Internationalist Awards for

Innovation in Media also kicks off this

autumn with winners announced in late

January 2009. This is an outgrowth of

our Agency Innovators issue and an

acknowledgment of how marketing

strategy today is affected by media

strategy. In addition, this will be the

first award that reflects truly

international entry categories such as a

global campaign, a regional campaign, a

local execution of a multinational

campaign or a local campaign worthy of

international adaptation or of world

class standards.

Online we’re offering more content and

more mini-sites — including International

Rep Connect— the new way to find

independent media representatives and

their portfolios and a soon-to-debut events

calendar that highlights searchable

advertising events in most countries

around the globe.

Plus we’ve now put faces to our

expanded Editorial Board with this issue,

and we are grateful to all of the ideas,

suggestions and support from these very

talented and very busy individuals. We

thank them for being willing to contribute

our development.

So what’s in a name? Plenty. And The

Internationalist continues to offer more

programs and projects that help serve this

industry.

Deborah Malone, publisher

Internationalist’s
New Era…
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F R O N T

How’s Your Brand
Personality?
Add to your required reading list Personality Not Included:
Why Companies Lose Their Authenticity And How Great
Brands Get it Back by Rohit Bhargava and published by
McGraw Hill.
If the name Rohit Bhargava sounds familiar it is

because he is the publisher of IMB or Influential
Marketing Blog and a founding member of Ogilvy’s 360
Digital Influence Group which helps multinational clients
better understand and utilize social media.

His new book is fun, accessible and full of great
examples from all over the world. Not only does
Bhargava discuss how brand personality inspires loyalty,
but he shows how social media is changing how brands
and their parent organizations communicate and form
customer relationships.

Personality Not Included also
outlines 10 major personality-
focused marketing techniques —
curiosity, karmic, participation,
un-whatever, sensory, antimarketer,
fallibility, insider, incidental, and
useful — which can contribute to
making one think differently about
branding in today’s world.
INFO: www.personalitynotincluded.com

Add to Outdoor Vocabulary:
PowerPolesTM

JCDecaux is certainly in the business of revolutionizing
concepts of outdoor advertising with their various “street
furniture” and ad-fundedmodel for self-service bicycle hire
in Paris. Now, with client SamsungMobile, they are rolling
out Mobile Phone Charging Stations or PowerPolesTM

throughout their airport locations in North America.
The latest addition to the airport line-up is New York

area’s Newark International where sponsor Samsung can
literally connect with up to 222 million passengers
annually. The 8.5-foot or 2.6-meter tall charging units
provide waiting passengers with power outlets for a
variety of electronic devices — free of charge. This is
another example of how advertising can fund consumer
services while building brand equity, and certainly
underscores that Decaux is living up to it's new
tagline — “OUT IS IN.”
INFO: www.jcdecauxna.com

Publicitas Makes a Colorful Change
This September, Publicitas, the worldwidemedia sales
company, introduced a new identity in the 23 countries it
serves, symbolized largely by a new colorful letter “P” in its
logo. Designed to bridge the company’s past history with the
excitement of media’s future, the logo, created by Zurich-based
brand agency, Scholtysik Niederberger Kraft (SNK), is
comprised of two key elements. The lowercase word
“publicitas” in simple black represents accessibility, as well as
the company’s local connections and long experience. The
colorful letter “P” that follows is created as 27 dots or pixels to
usher in today’s digital age. When shown on screen the “P”
also pulses with alternating colors, and three variations— red,

green or blue— are used randomly as official trademarks in all
company communications.
Publicitas sees a dynamic media future ahead. According to

CEO Robert Schmidli, "We understand international media and
the fundamental changes taking place in themedia markets
worldwide. Our new brandingmarks the digitization of our
business and the change that Publicitas has gone through in
the past years and will see in the years to come. As a leading
international media sales company, we offer a unique and
modern ‘all media’ interface between our advertising clients
and topmedia worldwide."
WWW.PUBICITAS.COM
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L I N E S

BPAWorldwide Announces Multi-Media Metrics
In an announcement at the ABM-FIPP World Conference in New York this September, BPA Worldwide
President & CEO, Glenn Hansen, outlined how his organization was going to embrace the increasingly-
integrated and increasingly-digital media world. BPA, in cooperation with Nielsen Online, will now
bundle enhanced website traffic measurement with all print and event audits without increasing existing
dues and fees. Within hours of the announcement, numerous publishing companies representing all
regions of the globe made inquiries about signing on to the new program.
Hansen told the audience that “In a shift toward total brand metrics and away from single channel

measurement, BPA members around the world will now have near real time online reporting of audited
web activity included with circulation audit of print products and attendance at exhibitions or events.”

The global media auditing organization has been eager to create this added-value package for its members so that they can
measure their entire brand offerings. “Last year,” said Hansen, “we made the decision to manage revenue and expenses of
our not-for-profit organization to enable BPA to offer more services for the same existing rate.”
The new tag-enabled census tool, powered by Nielsen’s SiteCensus service, will be launched in beta test to BPA

members already participating in BPA’s log file-based interactive audits, as well as those members with print audits who
have volunteered to participate in the test. The beta test is scheduled to run September through December with full roll-out
to BPA’s membership in January 2009.
INFO: www.bpaww.com

NewMetrics for Integrated Media Models

EMS Measures Media Multi-Tasking in Europe
In an effort to better understand consumers’ digital media consumption habits and help advertisers take further
advantage of today’s multimedia opportunities, Synovate offered results this September from its first EMS Digital Life
survey. As part of the EMS survey which measures media consumption habits among a representative sample of
Europe’s top 13% of adults based on income, the new Digital Life project tracks the types of media with which affluent
Europeans are engaged, the digital devices they use, the manner and places such devices are used, and also seeks to
find a pattern to media multi-tasking.
Reinier Schaper, Head of EMS said “With the overexposure of different media sources today, it can be difficult trying

to determine when and why elite Europeans actually use different media platforms. With EMS Digital Life, we can
accurately track this information to the minute detail of each hour. Hence the attitudinal behavior effecting actual
consumption is accurately recorded”.

Some quick takes from the study include:
• TV watching occurs daily and is the media source that garners the greatest amount of this audience’s time
• Evenings between 8PM and 10PM are peak television viewing times and Thursday is the most popular TV evening
among European affluent consumers
• The Internet is the second preferred media source — in terms of time devoted to use
• Radio listening ranks 3rd in terms of total time spent with the medium, followed by reading newspapers or
magazines in 4th place
• The PC and laptop are the most popular devices — more so than the television

The survey was conducted among respondents from European 19 countries — Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, The Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United
Kingdom, Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary.
INFO: www.synovate.nl/ems
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F R O N T L I N E S

Are you ready toWorkwith theWorld?
with theWorking

Allyson Stewart-Allen

United States:
Compared to Americans, Europeans are much slower at
making decisions – whether about awarding a contract,
hiring an employee or choosing a strategy.
� True � False

It’s likely that when negotiating with Americans, you’ll be
equally persuasive when presenting qualitative opinions
and points of view as when presenting volumes of
statistical evidence that supports your position.
� True � False

China:
Any meeting with Chinese business people is always a
relaxed and informal one. Protocols serve only as loose
guidelines, so you should always ensure you are the first
to break the ice with good-humoured anecdotes.
� True � False

India:
Though India takes great pride in its prowess in the
global IT industry, emails are still not the usual way to get
things done. Face-to-face or telephone communication
are still the preferred media for building business
relationships. � True � False

Japan:
It is common to celebrate your successfully agreed
contract with your Japanese client by going to a karaoke
club or sushi bar until very late in the evening. However,
as you are not Japanese, you are not necessarily expected
to join in the generous libations nor stay as late as
your hosts. � True � False

United Kingdom:
Unlike other European business cultures, you’ll need to
read between the lines of what your British colleagues tell
you about their agenda in order to understand the true
scale of their ambitions, since there’s as much that’s
implied and unsaid as there is that’s explicit.
� True � False

France:
When French colleagues ask for supplementary
information, clarification or answers to their questions
about your business or proposal, they typically expect
your responses within about 48 hours. After this length
of time, you appear unresponsive or disinterested.
� True � False

Germany:
When negotiating with your German counterpart, s/he
will want you to spend the first 10-15 minutes getting to
know more about them personally so as to ensure you
are building the foundations of a good working
relationship. � True � False

Egypt:
Your Egyptian colleague will stand at a much closer
distance to you than in the US or Northern Europe as
well as display more physical contact during your
conversations. The best response is not to back up or shy
away but act at ease with the proximity.
� True � False

Russia:
It is very important to show respect for the boss in a
Russian organization, and respect the corporate
hierarchy. Going over the heads of others is certain to
offend and lower your chances of building profitable
business relationships. � True � False

Brazil:
Though your Brazilian business colleagues will spend
much time discussing appearances over substance,
assessing whether your hotel is hi-status or not, in actual
fact appearances matter very little. Wearing jeans,
flip-flops and other similar casual dress communicates
your success in business, not needing to follow
convention. � True � False

Saudi Arabia:
Appointments with Saudi businessmen are rarely
uninterrupted by phone calls or visits from friends and
family. The best response is to stay cool rather than show
your frustration at the delay in getting things done.
� True � False

Think you know the answers?
E-mail us at editorial@internationalistmagazine.com

Allyson Stewart-Allen is recognized as the world's leading authority on
trans-Atlantic business, international marketing and working across
business cultures. As founder of International Marketing Partners, Allyson
Stewart-Allen advises a number of Fortune 100 companies and national
government agencies. She is a member of the Advisory Board of the New
York-based organization Business for Diplomatic Action (BDA), a judge of
the Stevie International Business Awards Co-author of the first book on
U.S. business (Working with Americans, Prentice Hall), and a regular
contributor to the international business media including CNN, BBC,
USA Today, Newsweek, Business Week, Les Echos, Bloomberg,
Financial Times, Sky News, Wall Street Journal, Marketingmagazine as
well as the major daily newspapers.
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This GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the adventures
we all experience by living a life of constant worldwide travel.
If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a revolution or committed an
unforgettable cultural faux pas, everyone in our community
will be curious to hear about it. Please do tell us, and don’t
forget the photos!

TO SUBMITTO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL: deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com

GLOBETROTTERS

RHONA

MURPHY

NAVIGATES

THE GLOBE

� This industry

boasts a lot of con-

stant travelers,

but Rhona Murphy always seems to be in

motion, and now must have collected

enough airline frequent flier points to

merit staying home for at least 6 months.

But Rhona knows that if you want to

make things work in an international

world, you have to get on a plane… and

another and another…

Her relentless devotion to connecting

with the world came with some reward this

summer as Rhona was named Publisher

and Managing Director of Newsweek

International, which means she’ll run all of

Newsweek’s business outside of the U.S.

She joined Newsweek in New York 6

years ago as Associate Publisher. Her

earlier globetrotting career took her from

native Dublin to News International and

then The Times in London, on to The Wall

Street Journal in Singapore, and then New

York for Dow Jones International.

Newsweek’s CEO, TomAscheim said,

“Rhona brings great strengths to this job: keen

intelligence, knowledge of our business, com-

petitive insight and awillingness to navigate the

globe.” Andhe’s especially right about herwill-

ingness to navigate the globe.

CONTACT: rhona.murphy@newsweek.com

f r o m t h e b l a c k b e r r y o f d e b o r a h m a l o n e

IN MEMORY…
Jean-Baptiste Pesle, advertising sales director at French financial
publication, Les Echos, died suddenly this summer. Just in his early 50’s, he
not only enjoyed a long career at the Paris-based newspaper, but also lived a
colorful life. In addition to being a motorcycle enthusiast and devotee of
French fashion, he was quite knowledgeable about the world of perfumes
and wrote authoritative pieces for that industry sector under the pen name
of Oliver Niven. Michael Lee, Director of the IAA and Principal of Lee &
Steel, worked with Jean-Baptiste for many years and commented, “He was
the kind of engaging individual who made working in international media a
wonderful experience.”
I spent many a Paris lunchtime over the years with Jean-Baptiste, and

recall a day when he insisted I stop by the new Christian LaCroix shop on
rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoréduring the walk back to his office. He
wouldn’t let me leave until I bought something to add a little character to my
New York business style. His taste was perhaps more avant garde than
mine, but I eventually did find something in my budget. I bought a little
piece of costume jewelry—a fun, oversized brooch Oddly enough, it became
one of the favorite items in my wardrobe, and did think often about Jean-
Baptiste and his insistence on how fashion mattered. I later learned that I
was not the first international colleague to be encouraged to support French
design! There is no doubt that he, his playful personality and devotion to
style, shall be missed by many.

ANE GOES TO LONDON

� Ane Elorriaga, has certainly been a star

of the New York media scene during her

years at Mediaedge:cia in New York when

she had global responsibility for the DHL

account. Ever present at events, she fre-

quently appeared in The Internationalist’s
“People & Places” photo section. She sur-

prised many this summer with a move to

London, rather than a return to her Basque

homeland. Plus she made a change to the

media selling side—

rather than planning

side— of the busi-

ness. Ane is now a

sales executive at the

newly-rebranded

Publicitas, the

global media repre-

sentation network.

CONTACT: ane.elorriaga@publicitas.com
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WILLIAMS’

WORTHWHILE

CHANGE

� Patrick Williams

has made quite a stir

on the U.S. side of the

Atlantic since departing the

U.K. to continue his work with The

Economist in New York, followed a role on

the launch team on Condé Nast Portfolio.

(He also managed in his spare time to

become President of the FCS— Financial

Communications Society, the non-profit

group that focuses on the advertising and

media aspects of the financial industry.)

Now Patrick has accepted the position of

Vice President and Publisher ofWorthmaga-

zine, acquired by SandowMedia, and will be

instrumental in re-branding the title, which

is targeted to ultra-affluent consumers.
Patrick didn’t have to go far fromCondé

Nast’s Time Square headquarters— just
across the street, in fact. Company CEO,
Adam Sandow, recently relocated the entire
Worthteam to the penthouse of the Banks
Building, which overlooksMidtownNew
York’s trendy Bryant Park— the site of
FashionWeek and the terrific Bryant Park
Grill, as well a summer spot for outdoor
movies and a winter spot for ice skating.
Patrick will have little time for leisure, though,
as Boca Raton, Florida-based SandowMedia,
with over 60U.S. based publications including
titles likeNewBeauty and LUXE, is on a
growth fast track.
CONTACT: Pwilliams@worth.com

VIVE LE MUET!

�Howmany Scots

have made a long

career in France?

Energetic Eileen Le

Muet is at the top of

our list, and she manages to break

all molds wherever she goes. After many

years at Groupe Express, she has moved to

France’s leading conservative daily

newspaper, Le Figaro—now owned by

Belgium’s Roularta Group. Eileen’s new

position is International Vice President and

Director, and she is concentrating on

reinforcing the positioning of the

Le Figaro brand internationally, whether

through advertising or the licensing

of print or digital content.
CONTACT: elemuet@lefigaro.fr

VALENTIN’S NEW GLOBAL WORK

� Valentin Polyakov

whomany knew

from Petry

International in

New York has

moved to an

interesting new role as

Vice President of Media Services at privately-

held GlobalWorks™, a specialist agency

whose signature is “Brands without

Borders™.” The company merges branding,

culture and technology to provide integrated

communications for the global marketplace.

N E W S M A K E R S A R O U N D T H E W O R L D
In some ways, Valentin is going back to his

roots. Prior to his international TV sales role

at Petry, he was a Media Director at K&L

(Kang & Lee), a division of Young & Rubicam

Brands and aWPPmulticultural ad agency.
CONTACT: vpolyakov@globalworks.com

SENNEGON AT THE ECONOMIST

� Nicolas Sennegonmoved

to the 8th arrondissement

this summer when he

accepted a role at

The Economist in Paris.

After a recent career in

television with France 24

and CNBC, he has turned

to the world of international print and is

heading up the office’s commercial

activities with additional responsibilities as

regional sales manager for Southern Europe.

He is also getting involved with the

Paris-based “Internationals” group, the local

organization that connects international

print titles with those in multinational roles

at the advertiser and agency levels. No doubt,

Nicolas is putting in more than a 35 hour

work week!
CONTACT: nicolassennegon@economist.com

LUC’S GOOD FORTUNE

�Many knew Luc Samama from his Client

Services role at DAVINCI Selectwork in

Düsseldorf where worked with the

international Daimler-Chrysler campaigns.

PRESSPACE DEBUTS

� Presspace is a new Paris-based association for those

involved with selling print advertising— either as a French

media representative or an individual from a local publication

group. The group’s leaders met recently to hear fromMatt

Findel-Hawkins, Sales Director of Nikkei Business Press and

President of OPMA, the Overseas Press &Media Association

in the U.K. Presspace may collaborate with their London

neighbors to create similar offerings for the French market.

Pictured left to right:

Pierre-André Obé, Leader Media; Yann Flahault, Lagardère

Global Advertising; Caroline Sailly, Manchette Sports; David

Caussieu, Kinetik; Christine Joly, Presspace; Frédéric Lahalle,

Affinity Media; Yolande Orlando, Publieurope; Cyril Mikaïloff,

Air & Cosmos; Matt Findel-Hawkins, Nikkei Business.
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N E W S M A K E R S A R O U N D T H E W O R L D
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� Deirdre Bigley — IBM; Valentin Polyakov — Globalworks;� Jennifer Mudrey —
Dell, Guest of Matt Rayner;� Anne Liss Solomon—Mediacom, Thomas Russell
—Mediacom;� Nicole Huang—MindShare, Christina Fotinelli —MEC, Allison
Coley —MEC;� Esther Uhalte-Cisneros —MEC, Emma Siggins — Eurosport;
� Ray Katz — OMD, Matt Rayner —Mediacom;
 Nadal post match interview;
	 The view!

� Eurosport hosted a VIP evening at Flushing Meadows at the US Open this August, in
conjunction with their USmedia partner Petry International. The companies were joined

by clients and guests frommedia and creative agencies for a fantastic evening of Tennis.

30-LoveAfter 10 years on

the agency side of

the business, Luc is

staying in the same

city, but has moved

to the media

owner side of the

business. He has

a new position as

Sales Manager for

Germany and Austria for

Fortunemagazine, and he is energized by his

new role. Last year, Luc, with his keen con-

sumer observations and strong insights on

industry trends, was a resource for our

Internationalist “Report on Germany.” One

of his quotes included: “Germany still

universally stands for quality — both at

home and in a globalized world.” And speak-

ing of quality, we have little doubt that Luc

will do very well in his new career move.
CONTACT: luc_samama@fortunemail.com

PARIS PIONEER

� Kayoko Norishima is truly a pioneer. The

advertising executive from Japan’s Yomiuri

Shimbun is the company’s first woman to

run a sales office in a foreign market. The

company’s new Paris location— chosen for

its ties to luxury advertisers — is not only a

first, but Paris was chosen over London as

the company office for Europe. Now that

Kayoko is theDirectrice du Bureau in her

smart 1st arrondissement location, she is

immersing herself in French. And she’s

working on furthering her English…

although she admits that is might be nice to

occasionally think in Japanese. Kayoko now

enjoys her lunch at the local bistro where she

uses the opportunity to improve her

language skills and find some alternatives

to sushi.
CONTACT: nori6057@yomiuri.com

30 Guests Love Tennis



Advertising Industry Manifesto

FEAR
Fear is more prevalent today. Fear is a killer,

particularly when the economy experiences a

recession or jolts like we are seeing. Fear

suffocates the creativity that brings people

together and that fuels economic optimism. Fear

can be particularly hurtful to a business that

depends on having an ideas-oriented culture,

such as the advertising industry. It is

detrimental to the quality and inventiveness of

our talent for innovation.

Advertising ismore Art than Science.

Science costsmoney. Art costs passion. The

tension that can occur when fear is present due to

social upheaval or economic uncertainty can

greatly affect the courage and passion in anyone’s

business. The advertising industry is naturally

optimistic, even fearless.We invent ideas that

make it possible to change behaviors and beliefs.

This is why clients seek our help.

Being fearless becomes evenmore important

when times are tough, when there is heightened

uncertainty. This is whenmarketers need

creativity and innovationmore than ever from

their advertising andmarketing communications

partnerships.

INNOVATION
There is a difference between creativity and

innovation. Creativity is when ideas are new and

potentially valuable. Innovation occurs when you

connect ideas that don’t seem to be connected. It’s

the process in which creative ideas are realized.

Research at Harvard indicates creativity occurs

when people act in concert with their

environment, when ideas aremeasured against

some broader social context. Innovation,

therefore, is about thinking different, together.

During the depths of the depression, Charles

Kettering knew, first hand, the tremendous

power for economic growth from new ideas.

During a speech he gave to business leaders in

1938, he commented on the prevailing attitude

thatmost business leaders had been expressing,

e.g. that ‘we just need to wait until the economy

starts to come back again.’ Kettering emphasized

that the economy does not stimulate itself into a

change ofmomentum, all by itself, what is

needed to jump-start the economy is innovation

and new ideas.

Those who have been in the advertising

business for a while know that after all the cuts in

spending and resources, clients will soon need

fresh ideas to fuel growth. You cannot cut your

way to prosperity. A study by the Association of

American Advertising Agencies onmarketing

and advertising during recessions shows that the

brands and companies that held or increased

their investments during recessionary times,

gained significant growth in share and sales long-

term. (Advertising In A Recession: The Best Defense

is a Good Offense by Bernard Ryan Jr.) When

everyone else is afraid to act, the fearless fewwho

do, have everything to gain.

As with all businesses, the advertising

industry has never been more challenged

than it is right now. Ironically, it has never

been more necessary. With the ramifications

of global communications technologies,

continued social concerns and the need for

economic stimulus, our inherent

inventiveness and ability to convert creativity

into innovation are sorely required.

This is a world of business where borders

and nations are less relevant, rendered less

dominant by open trade, consolidation of

industries, and the ubiquity ofmedia increasingly

connecting us. Importantly, of the world’s 100

largest economic entities, today, 51 are now

corporations and 49 are countries. Thismeans

more people are being touched by corporations

and brands, than any single nation’s government.

Context matters. Diverse connections are

adding content that reshapes the landscape for

ideas. Sorry Tom, it unflattens it. The world is

round, interconnected and always in real time.

This is creating a blogosphere that is streaming,

full of information andmisinformation. Finding

the truth requires greater dependence on word-

of-mouth and perspective.While we consider

wisdom of the crowds, we need to be attuned to

the wisdom of individuals.Wemust listen to

each other’s own unique perceptual filter for the

diversity of information available.

It is a race for ideas. The rapidly increasing

connections of the global economy depend on

one’smeans of information processing— our

ability to listen, learn and thenmake choices.

THE POWEROFCHOICE
Social Exchange Theory focuses on relationships.

It suggests that in any relationship, he or she,

who hasmore choices, hasmore power.

Advertising exists as an influence on the

world’s economy. It is about having choices.We

are increasingly free tomake choices, but the

thought of howmuch depends on our decisions,

canmake our freedom of choice difficult.

Nonetheless, we can see from history, there is a

fine line between freedom of choice and not

having any choice at all.

Winning the race for ideas will depend on

collaboration. It means harnessingmultinational

capabilities locally with global best practices to

generate wealth at each tier of the economic

pyramid. Collaboration amongmarketing

disciplines, talents and locations to bring

objectivity, diversity of understanding and insight

about consumers and creators of information.

These are the individuals who aremore and

more connected, and who havemore choices.

THE FUTUREOUTLOOK
We are amultiple choice kind of country.

Multiple choice is amore useful learning

instrument than a true/false question. True/False

assumes one way or the other, right or wrong.

True/False does not sufficiently engage the

possibility of connecting things that don’t seem to

be connected.

In the river of communications technology

which is ever flowing, all information streams

into and out from individuals. A current of

misunderstanding cuts through it, with an

undertow of misinformation that has never

been stronger. Let us not forget, only dead

fish float with the stream.

I am optimistic. All we need is some good

advertising.

Tim Love, Vice Chairman Omnicom Group,

CONTACT: Tim.Love@omnicomgroup.com

PS. If you think this is a political argument, you

have just experienced a demonstration of how your

perceptive filter works.

The advertising industry exists in the exchange of ideas between people. Today, more people are able to communicate with each other than any time
in human history. That means the first media is people. It also means that creating ideas from human understanding has more consequence—
perhaps, more value, too. The present socio-economic challenges we face underscore the interdependency of a globalized economy. There is little
doubt that we are witnessing economic, environmental and social changes like never before. There can also be little doubt that some of the ideas we
have been using are no longer helpful. New ideas are needed.
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thelureof
hotmarkets
thelureof
hotmarkets

Like an endless dark shadow, a long trail of
pessimistic nouns has riddledmedia headlines
about the global economy:“doldrums,”“economic
squeeze,”“financial crisis,”“inflation,”“recession,”
“slump,”“gloomand doom.”

For the internationalmarketer, however, the news
need not be so dire – thanks to new growthmarkets
in the former Communist Europe, certain parts of
Asia andAfrica, theMiddle East.

Today’s global economy and the growing
penetration of accessible digitalmediamean the
world ismore connected than ever before.

On the one hand, thismightmean thatwhen one
majormarket sneezes, a flu epidemic spreads like
wildfire. On the other, globalization has empowered
strong brands to access a constant streamof new

markets, creating newbusiness opportunities for
their owners.

In the 1990s,marketers focusedonestablishing a
presence inNorthAmerica andWesternEurope. In
theNoughties, theydiscovered the rapidlydeveloping
BRIC regions: Brazil,Russia, India andChina.

Nowmarketersmay bemoving beyondBRIC.

Instead of allowing the current global downturn to
hold themback, they are unearthing new frontiers
in regions previously considered uneconomic.

Whether they are in the business ofmass-market
consumer goods, luxury items, financial services,
automobiles, or information-technology systems,
thesemarketers are spendingmillions and billions
to enter the new emerging economies.

C O V E R S T O R Y

b y J U L I A N A K O R A N T E N G
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They are talking aboutMENA (Middle East/North
Africa), andCEEE (Central Europe and Eastern
Europe). Turkey is also proving to be a favorite.

With the FIFAWorld Cup international soccer
tournament, considered theworld’s second biggest
sports event after theOlympic Games, taking place
in SouthAfrica in 2010, the once ignored SSA (sub-
SaharaAfrica) is onmarketers’ radar.

Marketers from these new regions are laying down
foundations for potential futurewealth by also
goingWest. A typical example is the 2007move by
Frenchmultinational Lafarge to pay $12.9 billion
for the cement-manufacturing business of
Orascom, the Egyptian conglomeratewith
telecommunications interests in theMiddle East,
NorthAfrica, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Italy and
Greece. Orascom, in turn, gained a stake in Lafarge.

During these challenging times, this edition of The
Internationalist examines the newmarketing
frontiers and how interest in newmarkets is
reshapingworldwide brand thinking.Many of
these locales are emerging as new centers of
marketing excellence.

Leadingmarketers in a variety of categories, ad
agency executives andmedia specialists tell the
Internationalist how they see the new shape of the
world, how they balance creative andmedia
solution for these newhot spots.

Moreover, despite recent political turmoils and the
continuing human rights controversies in Russia,
India, Brazil andChina, they see continued room
for growth in the BRICmarkets.

And others actually see themature regions in
NorthAmerica andWestern Europemaking a
comeback thanks to investments by dollar-rich
companies and governments in the newmarkets.

Will we soon be talking about TRIBECAPA
(Turkey,Russia, India, Brazil, Europe,China,
Americas, Pan-Arab)? Itmight be a bit of a
mouthful, but it encapsulates a newworld order
where the developed and fast-growing developing
markets aremutually benefiting from each other.
Read on.

Below is the Internationalist’s round-up of recent deals
that caught the attention of international investment
markets. Despite the economic slowdown, they prove
businesses in all parts of the world continue to have faith
in the global economy by making significant
commitments to both developing and developed markets.
The prospect of a new U.S. presidential election creates
inevitable uncertainty; investment in Russia might be hurt
by the stand-off with neighbouring Georgia; China’s
human rights record is still questionable despite the
resounding success of the Beijing Summer Olympic
Games; and the gulf between rich and poor in several
Asian and African countries is said to be ever-expanding.
But the following ventures and plans prove that investors’
optimism in the long term continues unabated.

Marketer: Alliance Boots
Country of Origin: U.K.
Recent international Investment Activities: The privately owned drug-
retail group hopes to enter Brazil’s fast-growing $15 billion
pharmaceutical sector after bidding for a 25% share of Athos Farma,
one of Latin America’s biggest distributors of pharmaceutical products
and medicine.

Marketer: Acleda Bank
Country of Origin: Cambodia
Recent international Investment Activities: In July, the Cambodian
retail bank became the first in the country to take the first steps for
overseas expansion when it received permission to do business in Laos.
In August, the group, which has its origins as a United Nations-
supported microfinancier, told the Financial Times that it is confident of
expanding into China, Vietnam and developed markets as well.

Marketer: Best Buy
Country of Origin: U.S.
Recent international Investment Activities: In August, the U.S.
electronic goods giant (which has formed a partnership with
Europe’s biggest telecoms retailer Carphone Warehouse) unveiled
plans to open about 200 outlets in the U.K.

Marketer: Carlsberg
Country of Origin: Denmark
Recent international Investment Activities: In January, the
international brewery company acquired U.K.-based Scottish &
Newcastle businesses in China, Greece, Vietnam, France and Russia.
The move is said to have helped Carlsberg buck the trend and report a
profit in the second quarter of this year. The company also expects to
boost its annual revenues and profit by 10%-plus.

Marketer: Cisneros Group of Companies
Country of Origin: Venezuela
Recent international Investment Activities: The Venezuelan media
giant has signed a TV and content program-production partnership
with state-owned CCTV, China’s biggest broadcaster.

Marketer: Delta Air Lines
Country of Origin: U.S.
Recent international Investment Activities: The airline is introducing
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Patrick Ehringer’s faith in the potential of
the Middle East and North African (MENA)
markets is immutable.
As president of ad agency network DDB

Middle East & Africa, DDB Europe’s COO
and chief people officer, Ehringer is
responsible for the agency’s output in 22
offices in the Maghreb, Levant, Gulf and
Africa.
He makes sure that the agency’s slogan

“Optimism optimizes people” is practised
in these regions with the same efficacy as it
has been applied in North America and
Western Europe.
Not only are these emerging markets

gradually becoming profit centers for
clients, they will also contribute to their
businesses in the developed markets, he
reasons.
“The Middle East and North Africa

countries are actually growing, and the
Western markets are trying to import some
of that growth,” he says. “It isn’t easy
because the cultural differences can make

them difficult to work with; too many
people have tried to take advantage of them
in the past. But if you create the right
balance, are professional and create
confidence, the relationship will be
mutually beneficial.”
Ehringer points to the forward-looking

aspirations of the Middle East governments
and companies. Despite their image as oil-
dependent economies, they have accepted
that the oil flow will eventually slow down
and they must create new income sources.

Middle East/North Africa (MENA)
Ehringer has noted the rapid growth in
property and travel in the
newmarkets and
observed their need to
learn how to advertise
those products and
services to the rest of the
world.
The real-estate clients

include pan-Arab

19 new international routes this year. They
include a new non-stop daily flight between
Mumbai and Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport from Nov. 1. The idea is
to give business and leisure passengers more
opportunities to reach key U.S. cities, the
Caribbean and Latin America. The move
follows Delta’s launch of a non-stop flight,
five times a week, from Cairo International
Airport to John F. Kennedy International
Airport in June, a service from Jordan capital
Amman to JFK, and from Kuwait to Atlanta
earlier this year.

Marketer: Furla
Country of Origin: Italy
Recent international Investment Activities:
The Italian luxury leather-goods
manufacturer has disclosed its
determination to make mainland China its
third largest market, after Japan and native
Italy. It will achieve this goal by increasing
the number of China-based stores by 100%
in the next few years.

Marketer: Hamleys
Country of Origin: U.K.
Recent international Investment Activities:
The London-based world-famous toys
retailer announced in August that it has
ambitions to open 20 outlets in India and
another 20 in the Middle East.

Marketer: Manganese Bronze
Country of Origin: U.K.
Recent international Investment Activities:
The manufacturer of the iconic British black
cab has predicted that sales to regions like
the Middle East and Africa will help double
its forecast for overseas sales by 2011.

Marketer: McDonald’s
Country of Origin: U.S.
Recent international Investment Activities:
In August, the fast-food giant disclosed that
it was going to create 4,000 new jobs in the
United Kingdom and add 10 new stores to
its existing chain of 1,200 outlets. The
company’s move illustrates that
multinationals continue to invest some
developed markets despite economic
downturn.

Marketer: News Corp.
Country of Origin: U.S.
Recent international Investment Activities:
Rupert Murdoch’s media empire has agreed
to invest $100 million in six new regional TV
stations in India.

The “Gift of the Sun”
global campaign is
already in its third
year, the venture is
part of Egypt’s
mission to lure 15
million tourists
annually by 2012.
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companies such as Qatar-based Qatari Diar,
which has invested in more than 70
construction projects worldwide. These
include London’s Chelsea Barracks,
considered one of the city’s most expensive
residential areas.
In Dubai at the United Arab Emirates,

for example, oil and gas represent less than
6% of the total economy. Real estate and
property construction account for more
than 20%.
The tax-free trading that takes place at

Jebel Ali port, the world’s largest man-made
harbor, is also another significant
contributor to Dubai’s economy.
The state-owned Dubai Holding is on a

building spree in neighbouring North
African states of Tunisia, Algeria, and
Morocco.
At home, it is constructing the awe-

inspiring Dubailand, where coveted real
estate is being used to create Middle East
versions of premiumU.S. amusement
parks targeted at affluent tourists. These
include Disneyland, Six Flags theme parks,
and the Hollywood-inspired DreamWorks
Dubai. The Dubailand amusement ventures
are aiming for 15 million visitors a year
combined by 2015.
From Turkey, considered the crossroads

between Europe and the pan-Arab region,
furniture retailer/manufacturer Istikbal has
turned to DDB to market the brand in the
Gulf region.
As have international clients like

Germanmass consumers-goods company
Henkel and luxury store group Harvey
Nichols. In Dubai, the agency developed a
localized version of a TV campaign that also
took place in the U.S. and Brazil for
Johnson & Johnson’s Clean & Clear brand.
DDB’s tourism accounts include selling

the benefits of Oman andMalaysia to
France, and the Guadeloupe archipelago,
Mozambique and Egypt, among others, to
the rest of the world.
“As a communications group, DDB is

helping them develop expertise in
marketing real estate and tourism. Through
our local offices, we train these companies
to improve their international
communications strategy, and we benefit as
we develop these potentially big accounts,”
Ehringer adds.
A key DDB tourism account is the one

for the Egyptian Tourist Authority with its
25-market “Gift of the Sun” global
campaign. Already in its third year, the
venture is part of Egypt’s mission to lure 15
million tourists annually by 2012. A new
execution of campaign is currently in
production for 2009.
“I am a fan of Egypt, which sits on the

boundary of these newMENAmarkets,
between the Middle East and North Africa.

And right now, Egypt is aiming for a 7%
growth for its economy at a time when the
Western markets are slowing down.”
All the more reason why having a

network of offices in the region has become
crucial. DDB’s network includes outlets in
Egypt, Lebanon, South Africa. DDBMENA
has made its Toulouse office in France a
center of excellence specializing in real-
estate accounts.
Moreover, the agency operates

workshops, such as the one held in June in
the Jordan capital of Amman, to introduce
the applications of new technology and
digital media to its MENA clients.
DDB is not the only international agency

making a commitment to the MENA
region. In July, Interpublic disclosed that it
had increased its stake in the MENA
marketing agency Middle East
Communication Networks, Dubai, to 51%.
Karim Fahmy,

regional communication
planning director at
Universal McCann
(MENA), sees more
multinationals planning
to do business in the
region.
“We’re finding a

clamor of big hotel chains
to ensure their presence here; we’re seeing
a lot more Holiday Inns, Westin hotels, and
Radisson SAS; and Virgin Airlines is
opening up here,” Dubai-based Fahmy says.
“The boom witnessed in the Middle East
has been translated into greater advertising
expenditure; advertising has become a $7
billion industry in the GCC (Gulf
Cooperation Council), contributing to
approximately 2.3% of the gross domestic
product (GDP).”
This year saw the once embattled U.S.-

based Delta Air Lines broadening its
activities in the Middle East with new
services to Kuwait, Cairo and Amman,
among a host of other countries in Europe,
Asia, the Caribbean and Latin America.
A joint venture created in 2007 with Air

France to boost its trans-Atlantic offerings,
including the Paris Charles de Gaulle to Salt
Lake City route. “By 2009, Delta expects to
increase the percentage of revenues
generated from international flying to about
50%...from about 20% in 2005,” a
spokesperson says.
Claudia Neuhoff, Delta’s Germany-based

marketing manager of
communications, EMEA
and Latin America, says
the airline’s marketing is
given equal emphasis in
the MENA regions as
well as the rest of the
world.

Marketer: Poggenpohl
Country of Origin: Germany
Recent international Investment Activities:
The manufacturer of luxury fitted kitchens,
which has limited its business to major
Western markets so far, has announced plans
to invest about ¤15 million ($22m) to open up
to 60 new showrooms in several new markets,
including Japan, Dubai and Russia. It hopes
the strategy will help boost revenues.
Marketer: SEB
Country of Origin: Sweden
Recent international Investment Activities:
The Scandinavian banking group paid $120
million for more than 97% of Ukraine’s
Factorial Bank in November 2007. The move
is designed to strengthen SEB’s presence in
Eastern Europe.

Marketer: Tesco
Country of Origin: U.K.
Recent international Investment Activities:
Britain’s biggest supermarket entered India for
the first time in August, when it announced a
£60 million ($110m) initial investment in the
sub-continent’s wholesale cash-and-carry
sector. The move was facilitated by Tesco’s
agreement to be an exclusive franchisor of
Trent, which part of the $50 billion-plus
Indian conglomerate Tata Group. Trent will
use its partnership with Tesco to enhance the
expertise it requires to operate its four
hypermarkets in India.

Marketer: Times of India Group
Country of Origin: India
Recent international Investment
Activities:The Indian media and
entertainment giant paid more than £53
million ($97.6m) for Virgin Radio, the
national U.K. radio network, from U.K.
broadcast company SMG.

Marketer: Unilever
Country of Origin: Anglo-Dutch
Recent international Investment Activities: In
June, the multinational consumer giant
agreed to buy the soap business of Ivory
Coast-based Cosmivoire in a bid to expand its
presence in Francophone West Africa.

Marketer: Vodafone
Country of Origin: U.K.
Recent international Investment
Activities:The world’s biggest wireless carrier
by revenues recently agreed to pay $900
million for a 70% stake in Ghana Telecom, a
move that values the state-owned West
African telecommunications company at $1.3
billion.
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“Our strategy aims to differentiate us as
the premier global airline for transatlantic
business passengers wishing to travel to
America. The target audience can vary
greatly by region. However, the one thing
that unites them all is that they place a very
high value on their time.
So our brand strategy centers around “Make
Every Moment Matter,” she explains.

Sub-Sahara Africa (SSA)
Zain Group, the Kuwait-originated
multinational telecommunications group,
has ambitions on the African continent. The
company exemplifies the emergence of new
players in the marketing business.
It has joined forces with MTV Networks

(MTVN) Africa, a subsidiary of U.S.-based
media giant Viacom Inc., to launch the first
ever MTV Awards in Africa.
The pan-African event, which takes place

at the Abuja-based Velodrome venue in
Nigeria on Nov. 22, will be transmitted via
the MTVN global TV network, which is in
more than 500million homes, including
the 50 million-plus TV viewers in Africa.

By being associated with the
event, targeted at teenagers and
young adults, Zain is also raising
the profile for its mobile-phone
network, which is currently in 22
Middle East and African countries.
It is launching in the West African
state of Ghana this year.
“Our ambition is to be a Top 10

mobile operator before 2011,
therefore, we are actively targeting the
music sector because it addresses so many
people and enables our brand to reach out
to them,” declares MwambuWanendeya,
Zain’s communications director, Africa.

With viewers being encouraged to use
their mobile handsets to vote for the
Award’s nominees and winners and enter
competitions, “it positions marketers like
Zain well to rebrand into Africa and adds to
our creative arsenal,” says Alex Okosi,
senior vice president/managing director of
MTVN Africa.
He believes more and more

multinationals will want to do business in
Africa. “Indicators on the ground in Africa
is that the GDP is among the fastest
growing. It is one of the emerging markets
that can yield reasonable returns, or
stimulate the appetite to take risks that are
based on sound projections and plans. The
Awards is based on that,” he says.

Central and Eastern
Europe (CEE)
The extraordinary economic growth in
Russia, one of the BRICmarkets, during
the last decade has encouraged the nearby
former Communist states in Eastern and
Central Europe to raise their game.
“Eastern Europe is definitely one to

watch,” proclaims David Gray, creative
director at Sweden-based international
agency Open Communications. “From
what I’ve heard and seen, Eastern Europe
and especially Poland are markets to
explore. These populations have been
deprived for years of material goods, and
now they can have them, and want them.
This is especially true of the upper middle
classes whose standard of living has
considerably improved.”
This helps to explain the “Eye on Poland”

campaign to be launched on CNN
International in October. For one week
starting Oct. 6, the cities of Lodz, Gdansk

and the Warsaw Stock Exchange become
first-time advertisers on the global TV
service and its digital platforms.
They join the City of Warsaw and the

LOT Polish Airlines, previous advertisers,
who are extending their relationship with
the network.
Their ads will center on a specially

created program about Polish culture,
business and politics — “Country at the
Crossroads.”
“TheWarsaw Stock Exchange (WSE) is

one of the fastest developing markets in
Europe. We plan to go global with this
message,” says Ludwik Sobolewski, the
WSE’s president, in a statement.

BRIC and Asia— Far From Saturated
While the newmarkets in the Middle East
and Africa are the center of attention late
2008, there is still massive room for growth
in the BRIC regions.
Russia might be one of the fastest

growing regions in Europe, but the recent
political conflict in neighboring Georgia
proves it is not smooth sailing.
British oil giant BP almost lost the

billions invested in Russia-based joint
venture TNK-BP, when the U.K.
management clashed with the Russian co-
owners.
But instead of giving up on its interests,

BP instead chose to meet
its Russian partners
halfway and, on Sept. 4,
found a way to retain its
50% stake following
renegotiations.
As Open’s David Gray

observes: “Russia is a
key market to keep an

Delta Air Lines is broadening its activities in the Middle East with new
services to Kuwait, Cairo and Amman, among a host of other countries
in Europe, Asia, the Caribbean and Latin America.



eye on. In 2006, the number of high net worth individuals, whose
spending power exceeds $1 million, rose 15.5%, compared with a
global increase of just 8%. There is large opportunity for branded
Western goods, especially in the luxury sector. Products from the
West which haven’t previously been available in Russia are seen as
valuable status symbols.”
China and India’s combined population of more than 2 billion

(one-third of the world’s citizens) and its growing share of affluent
middle-class consumers make them amust for any growing
multinational company.
“By 2025, China and India will return to being leaders of the

world’s economies,” predicts Jeff Cressall, president, Universal
McCann Asia-Pacific.
He believes the expanding accessibility of

digital media, via the broadband Internet and
wireless networks, has enabled those two
countries to make recently unforeseen leaps
and bounds
In Universal McCann’s Wave.3 report

published in March, India, China, Russia and
Brazil are among the fastest adopters of
social-networking. Consumers between 16 and
54 years old use blogging, search engines, photo and video-
sharing regularly on the Facebook, MySpace, Google, YouTube
or their local equivalent (Baidu in China or Orkut in India and
Brazil).
With that kind of communications power in their hands,

international marketers need to make a greater effort to
understand local consumption patterns.
“Marketers need to be cognisant of the way these markets do

business. English might be the most common language in
Asia, but it is a minority language,” Cressall notes.
Agencies need to address the different local races, religions,

cultures and languages, sometimes within one Asian country
alone, or think outside the box. For Cressall, knowing when
local festivities and festivals take place, such as the Diwali
festival (the Festival of Lights when good conquers evil) in
India, can make a difference. It enables marketers to tune into
the optimism the event engenders.
For a Coca-Cola campaign aimed at South Korean mothers

worried about what their kids drink during meal times,
Universal McCann Asia-Pacific created a branded-content TV
series ‘Big Mamas Open Kitchen,’ Coke brunch meals at local
premium-class cinemas, and other initiatives that included
shopping trolleys featuring Coke bottles that lit up.
In the 2008 Universal McCann-created campaign to

promote Microsoft’s Windows Server in China, the client
sponsored a site within ChinaByte.com, a much visited
Mandarin-language Web portal aimed at the national IT
community.
Structured to enable users to social network with each other,

it featured specialist blogs, video interviews with experts, online
games, plus other content designed to make users return to the
site frequently.
The site had almost 1.5 million visits and a similar number

interacting and downloading content; unaided brand recall
reached 50%, growing to 96% when aided.
“With the Internet, Asia is becoming the First World instead

of the Third World and that represents massive opportunities
for marketers,” Cressall adds. “And while Japan and South
Korea lead the way in mobile technology, China is catching
up fast.”

Realism Has Room for Optimism —
as Emerging Markets Enter Developed Regions
That the global economy is struggling is undeniable. But this
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should not sound the
death knell for the
marketing and media
sectors.
“You can take

advantage of the
downturns by developing
your activities rather
than by stopping your

activities,” states Jonathan
Howlett, BBC World’s director of airtime
sales (need to check??).
As a media owner, it is more difficult to

avoid the direct hit of advertisers’
cutbacks: “There’s a genuine optimism
within the broader scenario, but we can’t
hide from the fact that the prognosis is
getting worse rather than better,” Howlett
states.
Yet, he will not allow pessimism to

prevail. “There are still opportunities
within the global market.”
He predicts: “There’ll be a great deal of

merger and acquisition activities in the
near future. Stock prices in the West have
dropped sharply, but there are many
dollar-rich regions in the Gulf, Russia,
China, ready to buy into these companies
with low share prices. They may also use
those dollars to buy into existing
international brands and reinvigorate
them. At the same time you’ll see new
international brands from developing
countries. It would be foolish not to expect
we’re going to have a difficult time in the
next 18 months, but you can do very well
if you look at where the opportunities are.”

FORMORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Patrick Ehringer:
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kfahmy@um7.com
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Claudia Neuoff:
claudia.neuhoff@delta.com

Adam Smith:
Adam.Smith@GroupM.com

MwambuWanendeya:
mwambu.wanendeya@zain.com

CHART 1. Annual Media Growth Rate
(%) Forecast

RANKING BY TERRITORY 2009 vs 2008

Region/Territory 2009 2008

Asia-Pacific 44.1 31.3
Western Europe 20.6 20.1
Emerging Europe 14.8 13.0
Middle East/Africa 9.5 5.2
North America 6.1 19.3
Latin America 5.0 11.2
GCC/Pan-Arab 4.1 3.0

Source: all charts provided by GroupM

the numbers for 2009, and how
GroupM forecasts that developing and emerging markets will
contribute some of the fastest growth in global ad spend in U.S.
dollar terms during 2009.

By region, Asia-Pacific tops GroupM’s ranking (Chart 1),
bringing in 44% in net new advertising. And while mature regions
like Western Europe and North America are expected to remain
stagnant or experience a slump, new growth is predicted for
Emerging Europe (Central and Eastern Europe), Middle East and
Africa, and (Gulf Cooperation Council)/Pan Arab region.

By individual country, the fastest growth will be in China at
30.6%, with other developing and emerging markets like Russia,
India, Indonesia, South Africa and Brazil also in the Top 10 ranking
(Chart 2).

But Adam Smith, GroupM’s futures director, notes: “First, this is
a ranking of straight U.S. dollars, but a dollar in China buys a lot
more than a dollar in the U.K. So China’s contribution on
‘purchasing power parity’ is much bigger than the 30.6%. Brazil is a
strong contributor in 2008 (9.7%), but appears to fall away in 2009
(2.3%). This is because we have take a view that the Brazilian
currency will weaken versus the dollar in 2009.”

Share of the global ad spend will still be dominated by the
traditional regions next year (Chart 4), with North America’s lead
followed by Western Europe and Asia-Pacific. Yet, GroupM’s analysis
indicates that ad spend will grow faste than the regional economies
in Middle East/Africa and Asia-Pacific (Chart 3). This is despite the
fact that, from 2008, global ad growth “is dipping markedly relative
to the global economy in 2009,” Smith adds.
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CHART 2. RANKING BY COUNTRY 2009 vs 2008
Country 2009 2008

China 30.6 22.7
Russia 10.3 8.0
Germany 5.7 5.1
India 4.7 3.3
U.K. 3.9 3.8
U.S. 3.3 17.1
Australia 3.0 2.5
Indonesia 2.9 1.4
Canada 2.8 2.2
South Africa 2.6 1.2
Brazil 2.3 9.7

CHART 3. Index of Advertising Spend Growth to
GDP Growth Forecast
RANKING 2009 vs 2008

Region 2009 2008
Middle East/Africa 151 51
Asia-Pacific 116 97
Western Europe 105 92
Emerging Europe 99 77
Latin America 61 171
North America 48 156
World 84 100

CHART 4. Regional Share (%) of Global Advertising
Expenditure Forecast

2009 vs 2008

Region 2009 2008
North America 34.8 36.0
Latin America 4.1 4.0
Western Europe 27.3 27.6
Emerging Europe 5.6 5.2
Asia-Pacific 25.4 24.5
Middle East/Africa 2.9 2.6

]44.1% of 2009 growth is
predicted to come from
the Asia-Pacific region

with 30.6% coming
from China

they stack up to 2008
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St. Louis,Missouri-based
Emerson is a diversified global
manufacturing and technology
solutions powerhouse, which has
come a longway since its 1890
inception as a localmanufacturer
of electricmotors and fans.
Known for its engineering
capabilities, the company offers
products and services in the areas
of processmanagement, climate
technologies, network power,
storage solutions, professional
tools, appliance solutions,motor
technologies, and industrial
automation. Emerson hasmore
than 140,000 employees and
approximately 265manufacturing
locationsworldwide.
Last year, Emerson’s sales

exceeded $22 billion, a new
company record, especially since
international sales totaled 52%,
surpassingU.S. sales for the first
time in the company’s history.
This year offered a number of
other landmarks. InMay,
Emersonwas ranked 111within
the Fortune 500 listing of
America’s largest corporations. In
April, Emerson ranked 275 on the
ForbesGlobal 2000, and
appeared as one of themagazine’s
130GlobalHighPerformers. And
inMarch, Emersonwas ranked
second in its industrial category as
one of America’smost admired
companies.

Emerson’smarketing
initiatives around the world are
run by Kathy Button Bell, Vice
President and ChiefMarketing
Officer, and she’s bullish about
the world according to Emerson.
The companymay be a
newcomer to corporate
advertising as it launched its first
campaign in 2002 with the
tagline, “Emerson, Consider It
Solved,” but has gained
momentum quickly. In 2006
Emerson aired its first-ever
commercials on business
television highlighting the
company’s global capabilities,
called “Are You Ready?”
According to Button Bell, “This
campaign was important
because it took Emerson well
above our traditional problem-
solvingmessages into a realm of
bigger issues with broader
relevance and impact.”
We havementioned in past

editions of The Internationalist
how Kathy Button Bell is an
outside-of-the-box thinker, and
she also has been wonderfully
candid about some of the
marketing challenges she has
faced with taglines, logos and
languages inmanymarkets.
Today she shares with us some of
the lessons she’s learned from
running innovative B-to-B
messages in themany countries
where Emerson does business.

B-to-B’s Global Optimism:

Emerson Considers It Solved

P R O F I L E

Kathy Button Bell, Vice President and
Chief Marketing Officer of Emerson,
joined the company in 1999 and became
the first person to hold a corporate
marketing job. Prior to her role,
marketing duties were conducted by
over 60 individual divisions.
She has been instrumental in helping

the industrial giant carve out a success
global brand strategy that has brought
the company significant worldwide
growth, and has been applauded for
reinventing the company's logo,
accentuating the singular name
Emerson, and initiating Emerson’s first
global advertising campaign.
Prior to Emerson, Button Bell was

president of her own market consulting
company, Button Brand Development.
Earlier in her career, she served as
executive director of worldwide
marketing communications for
Converse Inc. and director of advertising
and public relations for Wilson Sporting
Goods Co.
Originally from the Chicago suburbs,

Button Bell says that she learned a lot
about marketing from her father, who
was also in the business. She has a
bachelor's degree in psychology from
Princeton University.
CONTACT:

Katherine.buttonbell@emerson.com
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The Internationalist: Are you optimistic about global
growth?
Kathy Button Bell: “The industrial marketplace has been very

optimistic for some time, and continues to be positive. We are on

a different business cycle from consumer goods, so we are not

facing some of the challenges that some B-to-C companies may be

experiencing. Emerson’s strong growth is based on a combination

of factors; however, a key factor is that more than half of sales our

sales are outside the United States in some of the world’s fastest

growing markets. Our business is largely dependent on building

out industrial infrastructure on a worldwide basis, and that’s a

demand that won’t go away.”

The Internationalist:In which markets are you seeing
the strongest growth?
Kathy Button Bell: “Of course, China and India are big growth

markets for us, but Latin America is also developing very well. A

market like Brazil can be quite surprising as there is already a

sophisticated build out there, largely because it is a market rich

with energy, particularly big oil and gas businesses. It is also a

more familiar marketplace as it is still rooted in a Western culture

and offers more similar experiences. Although India is

important, you can’t compare it to Brazil in terms of the products

and services we offer or obvious factors like culture or

infrastructure.

Our business often follows the growth of key industries like oil,

gas and telecommunication. As a result, the Middle East has been

important to us. Qatar is key, and its vitality is reminiscent of

Hong Kong 15 years ago. It is also a very accessible market for

doing business, and one where Americans can easily be

comfortable. We use it as regional hub now, and have come to

work with

some fabulous

people in

Doha, Qatar’s

largest city.

Saudi Arabia,

the United

Arab Emirates

(UAE) and

Kuwait are also

on our short

list.

As a rule,

we try to go

into new

markets early.

Emerson has

been in Russia for a long time, and actually bought a process

company in Chelyabinsk some years ago. In fact, it has become

an engineering center for us. We learned that if we can find good

educational hubs, they can become great engineering hubs, as

happened with Chelyabinsk. We will often grow locally to keep

our product development close to the end market.”

The Internationalist:How domedia choices vary by
market?
Kathy Button Bell: “If media is a good reflection of culture, then

Brazil is more like the U.S. or Western Europe in terms of the

establishment and reputation of its business media. Both China

and India media markets are not as mature yet, in that they have

not gone through a ‘tightening’ process. For example, it is not

uncommon for there to be 50 trade magazines in a single category

or a large number of newspapers per province. We’ve yet to see a

maturation process.

The Middle East has similar issues in terms of the amount of

business media, and this obviously affects our advertising. In the

Gulf Region, it may take 6 publications in a specific sector to cover

the market, but in the U.S. or Western Europe, you can usually get

adequate coverage with just one or two publications.”

Wewant to underscore that we are a global
company.When we film a spot in Doha, it may actually
feel local when it runs there in Arabic on AlJazeera.
But when we translate it into 6 languages so that it
runs on broadcast outlets around the world, we reflect
our global presence.

“
”
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The Internationalist:Do you have a specific example of
a program in a newmarket?
Kathy Button Bell: “Our Qatargas Project is a good example.

Qatargas’ goal is to produce 42 million tons of liquefied natural

gas annually by the end of the decade and become the world’s

largest supplier. Our Process Management division designed a

digital automation system that works with more than 10,000

digital intelligent field devices to make production facilities safe,

efficient, and reliable. Natural gas produces much less pollution

than other fuels, and Emerson also worked to help Qatargas

liquefy the gas for more cost-efficient transport to the world.

Our interaction with Qatargas from amarketing standpoint

offers an interesting case study in appropriate localization. We

actually partnered with our customer’s marketing department to

insure that we understood all possible Mid-Eastern sensibilities.

In fact, a Qatargas employee was an intern in my department

during the initial marketing phase.

We then presented all of our ads to their CEO to be sure all of

our marketing made local sense. We wanted to double-check, re-

check and check again, because addressing local cultural

sensitivities is important. Qatar is one of the world’s fastest-

growing economies, and it is a country with tremendous national

pride, although we found the executives to be both modern and

humble people. We needed to insure that Emerson gained

prominence for their country, and did so with the right growth

message on international TV and in print. The project was a win-

win for both Qatargas and Emerson.”

The Internationalist:How are these newmarketing
frontiers shaping Emerson’s worldwide brand
thinking? Are you adapting more to local markets?
Kathy Button Bell: “Emerson and other large industrial companies

have a sophisticated sales process where we value consistency

more than more localization. Industrial sales frequently require

consensus with multiple decision-makers in multiple locations. A

big project could easily require 100 people with critical input

around the world. As a result, we need a consistent message.

In our corporatemarketing, we don’t’ localize our global brand

message. And our ‘Consider It Solved’ tagline runs worldwide in

English. When testing the tagline, we found that it could be

considered ‘friendly and accessible’ when translated, or ‘an example

of authenticWestern technology’ if not translated. We opted for the

latter image. It is idiomatic; it cannot be exactly translated. Our

message is that you can depend on us to for technological solutions

and to continue to care with advice and service.

For us, the tagline is more than an advertising slogan, it is an

important visual brand element to see and recognize. In that

manner, it is not unlike many B-to-C logos. ‘Consider It Solved’

talks about how Emerson as a company goes about solving its

customers’ problems and how they can depend on us in any

industry we serve.

Nonetheless, through DDB’s global team, we work to

minimize local risk. For example, we may picture a building in

India in our marketing, because it will be easily recognizable to

the world as an Indian site. It becomes a metaphor for India in

other markets. However, in India, that same building might be a

temple, which could be disrespectful to the local market — and a

market with which we are doing business.

We want to underscore that we are a global company. When

we film a spot in Doha, it may actually feel local when it runs

there in Arabic on AlJazeera. But when we translate it into 6

languages so that it runs on broadcast outlets around the world,

we reflect our global presence. ”

The Internationalist: Are you seeing any new
marketing trends emerging— particularly in a world
with increased digital accountability?
Kathy Button Bell: “In the digital world we are moving from

nearly 600 local websites to a single, modular Web presence—

www.emerson.com. This is designed to create a greater feeling of

continuity, and it becomes infinitely easier for global prospects to

translate our offerings around the world. Whether you’re a

Chinese customer looking for solutions to power plants or an

American looking for help with air-conditioning, the site

eventually will cater to our broad customer base.

Today the big shift in digital is on how we use it. The process

continually evolves, and the tools now are more sophisticated, and

it has very interesting industrial applications in terms of both

social media forums and blogging. We are finding that our

customers are willing to talk about applications of products and

what’s good—whether they are plumbing trade groups or people

in process management for the oil industry. B-to-B sites can offer

very honest third-party conversations, and now you can live 24/7

with your customer.”

The Emerson Brand Promise:

Emerson is where technology and engineering come together to create
solutions for the benefit of our customers, driven without compromise
for a world in action.
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TomDoctoroff, CEO of J. Walter

Thompson Greater China, is one of the

most recognized and influential

advertising executives in the Middle

Kingdom. According to a recent study

by Grupo Consultores and China

Consultancy- R3, his name is cited by

more China-focused marketing

executives than any other individual in

the business. Given the long build-up

to August’s Beijing Olympics and the

conversations about how the Games

would serve as “China’s Coming-Out

Party,” The Internationalist asked
Doctoroff the NEXT big question—

“What does the Post-Olympic

environment mean for marketers and

brand building in China?” And in

typical style, TomDoctoroff has some

surprising and insightful answers from

his Shanghai-based vantage point.

“The Olympics did not transform

the marketing landscape in China,”

asserts TomDoctoroff.

“It is still the market it was before

— one of many challenges, but also

one of tremendous opportunity. But

even after 6 weeks of wall-to-wall

messages tied to Olympic themes, the

Games do not represent an inflection

point in advertising in China.”

Of course, Doctoroff acknowledges

that theGameswere a bright burst of

marketing efforts.He also cites how some

companies, like CocaCola, strengthened

its brand inChina through an association

with theGames. Coke’s torch run

sponsorship not only broughtmoments

of joy to 100millionChinese, but the

effort was rooted in a brand idea that was

truly of heroic proportions. Combined

with favorite Cokemoments and

concepts like aCokeWorld Store—

which redefined retail spacemarketing,

CocaCola certainly demonstrated

branding at its best and opened the door

for bigmarketing ideas.

Now, however, TomDoctoroff

believes that the two big game changers

in China will be how the market

embraces both the service economy

and the digital economy.

Doctoroff, who is also the author of

Billions: Selling to the New Chinese

Consumer and a keen observer of the

country’s “emerging affluent,” believes

that the rapidly-expanding Chinese

middle class now requires a different

service orientation that the state cannot

deliver. This new service frontier will

create more opportunities for Western

marketers, particularly in categories

like banking, insurance,

and travel. Those

business sectors that

benefit dramatically by

building loyalty through

customer care

interactions and

relationship marketing

concepts will be the

next areas slated for

development.

Post-Olympic China:

What’s Next for Marketers?

Tom Doctoroff was born, raised and

educated in America’s heartland, but

somehow took a detour to Hong Kong

in 1994 and never quite made it back to

the States. Since then, he has become

one of Asia’s most respected advertising

minds and a leading expert in the cross-

border management of brand

architecture and brand building. Some

of his clients in China include: Unilever,

the Diamond Trading Company

(formerly DeBeers), HSBC, Inbev, Ford,

Lenovo computers, Konka mobile

phones and China Unicom.

C O M M E N T A R Y

A country of 250 million
internet users means that
more minds are open to new
products and services.“
”



Work. Social.

Upcoming projects:
 Ibiza     July 15 - September 10, 2008
 New York & London  September 2008
 Parma, Italy    October 23-26, 2008
 Hong Kong    November 2008
 Punta del Este   January 2 - 15, 2009

Hub Culture Pavilions offer new ways for the world's knowledge elite to collaborate.
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There is also a digital revolution now

going on in China, and a country of 250

million internet users means that more

minds are open to new products and

services. It also means that marketers

must adapt their communications

models for this fast-changing audience.

A new digital era in China also neatly

dovetails with the growth of a service

economy. Technology can enhance a

consumer’s involvement with products

and services, while it also builds the

brand and lowers the cost of customer

acquisition. In China’s dawning digital

age, Doctoroff is enthusiastic about

finding new niche audiences with cross-

selling opportunities, especially for banks

like JWT’s client, HSBC. He has little

doubt that CRM activities will

increasingly migrate to online in China.

In an evolving China, manyWestern

companies are now realizing that they

cannot meet mass market demands on

their own. For example, it is a challenge

for marketers to understand the scale of

China, particularly when distribution

requires they target the fifth-level cities.

Mobilizing a field force seems like an

impossible task. However, JWT is finding

answers. De-regulation in China has now

made it easier to acquire non-traditional

companies that provide true brand

integration and scaled diversification.

Thompson has now acquired Always, a

local field force company, comprised of

tens of thousands of young women hired

to do promotional sampling as part of a

shopper marketing strategy.

This kind of personal

contact and direct

introduction to brands

helps considerably to gain

awareness and preference.

Another positive result

of China’s less regulated

economy is the increased

listings on stock exchanges

— at home and abroad. Suddenly

more companies are beginning to focus

on being accountable to shareholders.

China’s macro economic fundamentals

support that 45% of the country’s

revenues emanate from local

companies. Business leaders are

starting to also understand the power of

the brand, and recognize how vital it is

that they invest in the long-term brand

equity. (And legacy agencies with

brand ideas are becoming a stronger

center of gravity.)

In acknowledging some of the

challenges of China, Doctoroff talks of

how there are significant barriers for

any ad agency. The competition is

vicious. China now has nearly 50,000

ad agencies. Many are local and offer

low-priced services without a legacy of

experience. The typical local agency

may understand the value of a brand,

but they haven’t yet worked to build

long-term, sustainable brand equity.

Not only does this make for a market of

commoditization, but it becomes

difficult to cultivate a long-term client

relationship when a partnership

mentality rarely exists.

Given the current corporate

structure and departmental hierarchy

of Chinese companies, the sales

division generally controls marketing

and media budgets. This often means a

primary emphasis on immediate sales

gains, rather a drive to create brand

equity and, ultimately, greater

shareholder value. In addition, the vast

and ever-changing, ever-growing media

landscape can be daunting, especially

to multinationals familiar with more

defined markets. For example, the

actual value of total advertising

expenditure in Chinese media is

difficult to ascertain given the kind of

discounting that occurs.

The issue of talent is also significant

for the advertising industry, and a

number of the challenges are

culturally-rooted. Communications in

general is viewed as an abstract

discipline. As a rule, a job function that

is tangible, controllable, reliable and

quantifiable-- usually with a sales end,

is considered a respected career route.

Traditional Chinese education

emphasizes the concrete and

measurable. It does not yet encourage

leadership with vision and conviction.

Persuading people or employees to

trust in that which cannot be

immediately proven can mean a big

leap of faith.

According to Tom Doctoroff,

“Chinese consumers may be the most

brand-friendly people on earth. It is

also a place where brands are used as

tools — not simply for superficial

status projection, but with an

acknowledgement of moving forward.

Foreign brands are still the strongest

vessels of contemporary culture,

particularly when they are wrapped in

Chinese aspirations within consistent

global brand architecture.”

“More western brands are taking

the bumpy but steady journey to the top

of the mountain. China is evolving to a

legitimate ‘brandscape.’ Not for the

faint-hearted, it takes perseverance.

But it is also a market that matters….

And one that is constantly evolving.”

CONTACT: tom.doctoroff@jwt.com

Another positive result of
China’s less regulated
economy is the increased
listings on stock exchanges —
at home and abroad.
“
”
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Today’s rapid advances in technology have dramatically lowered the cost

of producing web content and services. The core factors of the “Free

World”: processing power, storage and broadband are only going to get

cheaper and becomemore available to larger numbers of people.

Geographical location and proximity have little relevance in a digital

world, which means the scale of audience needed to provide free access

is much easier to find for both mass and niche products. These factors

have fundamentally changed the basic economic rules of production and

supply, so that free is now a viable business model for any category

impacted by the web.

According to Smith, “We now live in a culture where we are exposed

to an unprecedented volume of free content and services, and we are

often overwhelmed by it. Young people under the age of 18 have no

experience in their lives of paying for access and information.”

Free World Opportunities:
Tom Smith
Contemplates the Advertising Opportunities
in a Free-Content World

Tom Smith, Universal McCann’s
head of new media thinking for EMEA,

has been considering the value of free

content in today’s advertising business

model. And he’s excited by the

possibilities.

Smith explored these ideas in a Universal

McCann TrendMarker communiqué and

recently talked to The Internationalist to
further outline how marketers can benefit

from “Advertising in the Free World.”

His thinking about new business models

based on free access is influenced by

author Chris Anderson and his book

about “Free World” economics, titled The

Long Tail. Smith believes that the

consumers’ desire for free access and

free services is only going to increase

over time.

The free examples are numerous:
� Skype allows for phone calls

anywhere in the world via broadband.
� Wikipedia enables free access to the

world’s largest encyclopedia.
� YouTube provides the best TV clips at

the click of the mouse.
� Flickr offers the ability to upload and

share of photos— without charge.
� Spiralfrog is one of a number of U.S.

download sites that offers free music

in exchange for an ad-supported

environment.
� Facebook is ad-funded to allow for

global social-networking access.
� Metro provides free newspapers in

over 100 cities by capitalizing on

advertising to a younger, urban

demographic.
� Free phone service can be viable as

Blykmobile has demonstrated in

Europe. The service is completely

free to 16-24 year olds, provided they

receive and watch a certain number of

video and text ads on their handsets.

This increased demand for free access

is progressively moving offline and more

industries will adapt and evolve their

business and pricing models. Here are

some potential examples:

� Hotel rooms are available free-of-

charge today as they are funded

through sampling, gambling on the

in-room TV, product placement and

retailing the interiors.
� Air travel is moving toward a free

model as successful budget airlines

are demonstrating that costs can be

covered by in-air shopping, gambling,

and food sales.
� Clothing items like t-shirts are often

free when they are worn for

promotion. Revenues are made by

selling the premium versions.

V I E W P O I N T
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� Hollywood Blockbuster offers free

movie downloads, which are funded

through merchandising, product

placements and the

sales of limited

edition box sets.

If today’s

consumers have a

mantra, Smith would

characterize it as,

“We’re Not Paying

Anymore.” He

outlines the key

factors contributing to

the expectation of free

access. They include:

Unlimited choice

Faced with an infinite

number of options,

today’s consumer is

unlikely to choose the

one that charges for

access. Smith asks, “Do

you think YouTube would be the success

it is if you had to pay to use it?” Given

the open and democratic nature of the

web, there is simply too much

competition to justify the charges.

Constant Distraction

We now live in a world of constant

distraction populated with hundreds of

millions of websites, countless friend

profiles, RSS feeds by the minute, three-

way instant messenger conversations and

never-ending email. And it’s not just

online; traditional media still holds a

prominent place in our day and now

technology like games consoles and iPods

are also competing for attention. Smith

believes that such choice “directly erodes

the time and focus we can give to a

particular piece of content or service, and

indirectly erodes the value and price we

are willing to pay for it.”

Browsing Culture

Faced with constant distraction,

consumers gravitate to content that is

increasingly byte-sized, hence the

Universal McCann’s global social media
tracker estimates that by year-end 2008,
248 million internet users worldwide will
have uploaded photos, 184 million will
have started a blog, and 183 million will
have uploaded video clips. YouTube now
receives 10 hours of content every minute
and Flickr receives more than 5 million
photos a day. Such volume and choice
directly underscores the consumer’s
expectation of free content and services.

13%
I amwilling to pay to

access websites

72%
Prefer advertising to keep
access to websites free

Research from the Universal McCann Waves project demonstrates that
today’s consumer has no interest in paying for online content and
services. Advertising support is overwhelmingly preferred. The graph
below underscores how consumers are willing to embrace advertising
in order to receive free access.

I’m Not Paying….
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growing popularity of video clips and

blogging. The shorter the content gets,

the less likely we want to pay for it.

We are Content Generators

The rise of blogs, social media and

photo-sharing and video-sharing sites

means that we all have the ability to

create and share content. The result is

hundreds of millions of amateur

publishers, producers and composers

and a massive ecosystem of free content,

for which users have no intention of ever

paying, according to Smith. The wealth

of content populates free-to-access web

services and now provides viable

alternatives to paid-access and

professional media.

Platformization

With such a wealth of content to

organize and sort, there is a need for

services that provide tools to sift and

manage it. Social networks,

personalized home pages, photo-sharing

sites and video-watching sites are now

the platforms that help organize, sort

and prioritize the complex world of the

content free economy.

Pirating

Smith emphasizes how the digitalization

of entertainment and the drivers of “Free

World” have meant that it’s increasingly

easy to reproduce content for nothing

and on any scale you like.

“Back in the analogue era,” says

Smith, “you had to manually copy a

program VHS tape by VHS tape. Now

you can produce and distribute

hundreds of copies at the click of a

button. As broadband has expanded, file-

sharing sites like Bit Torent, Limewire

and Emule, which allow you to search

for and download content on other users

machines, have become commonplace,

and music, films and TV have been

downloaded illegally in their billions.

“The impact of this has been to

remove the association of payment with

entertainment content, particularly

among younger age groups. It has also

commoditized music and film due to the

wealth of material we can now download

and store easily. We are less willing to

pay for this. Even if we are not actively

downloading illegal content, the culture

of non-payment now permeates.”

Research from the Universal McCann

Waves project demonstrates that today’s

consumer has no interest in paying for

online content and services. Advertising

support is overwhelmingly preferred.

The graph below underscores how

consumers are willing to embrace

advertising in order to receive free

access.

Today’s New Online Business Model:

Free access is simple, according to

Smith as it is about finding the many

and charging the few. He outlines the

many ways in which companies are now

monetizing their sites based on this

basic premise:

Ad Support: Most new websites and

services pursue advertising revenue,

which is now resulting in a plethora of

innovative solutions and new platforms

to support advertising.

Additional services: Websites are

increasingly trying to sell additional

services. Converting just 2% of a user

base can mean a significant revenue

stream. For example, photo sharing site

Flickr is free to use, but increasing the

number of photo uploads requires an

annual fee. While Basecamp, an online

project management tool, allows free

access, but charges for a premium

account.

Retail: Some sites have taken to

selling other people’s product of their

own branded product to drive revenue.

Affiliate schemes: Many sites

recommend products and services. They

are likely to belong to affiliate schemes

that provide a percent of sales attributed

to links or ads.

Syndication: Good content can be

sold to other sites or media companies.

Services like music retail sites which can

be re-branded as white label or private

label products.

Short version of The Long Tail…

Chris Anderson, the current

Editor ofWired Magazine

and a past staff member of

The Economist editorial

team, wrote an article called

“The Long Tail” which first

appeared in the October

2004 edition ofWired. The

ideas in the article generated a

book by the same name,

published by Hyperion in July

2006. Anderson’s next book,

Free, continues to expand upon

the social and business implications of a

free access economy, and is scheduled for

an early 2009 publication date.

As outlined on Anderson’s site,

www.thelongtail.com, “The theory of the

Long Tail is that our culture and economy

is increasingly shifting away from a focus

on a relatively small number of ‘hits’

(mainstream products and markets) at the

head of the demand curve and toward a

huge number of niches in the tail. As the

costs of production and distribution fall,

especially online, there is now less need to

lump products and consumers in to one-

size-fits-all containers.

The original Wired article is available at:

www.wired.com/techbiz/it/magazine/16-

03/ff_free
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Micro-payments:Millions of tiny

transactions do add up. Micro-payments

are often used by free virtual games,

massive multiplayer games and social

networks where users pay by SMS, credit

cards, or systems like PayPal.

AHuge Opportunity for Marketers

Tom Smith sees this environment as

providing a huge opportunity for

marketers, particularly in terms of

advertising, sponsorship and partnerships.

Today, onlinemeans a reliance on ad

support, and the formats are becoming

more creative. Young people are extremely

open to ads. They see advertising as

playing a positive role in their value

equation as they gladly accept ads so that

their services are free. This means that

advertising has a huge role to play in

underpinning the future economy.

Here are some of his suggestions for

embracing a future that is increasingly ad-

supported:

Get Involved. There are a mass of new

opportunities for advertisers and brands

from the wealth of new and inventive

media owners.

Go to the Consumer. The wealth of

content now available means that webs

users increasingly gravitate towards

platforms or applications that organize

their webs experience such as video

sharing sites, personalized homepages and

photo sharing sites. Content and

advertising need to be taken to these

platforms rather than hidden away on a

siloed website. Web users should be

encouraged to share branded content.

Increase Your Online Budget. Themore

free content and services are available

online, the more time we spend there, and

the less time we spend with other media

and social options.

Stand Out in a World of Distraction.

Forget fragmentation, we live in a world of

distraction, and this requires an advertiser

to focus on the strength of content, as well

creative ideas, multimedia executions, and

user input. The wealth of free, on-demand

content competing for attention or

engagement means that standing out

becomes increasingly difficult.

Do, Don’t Show. The future of

marketing is about doing, not showing,

and branded content is increasingly

important— online and in real life. And

economy driven by free access is the

perfect environment for branded content,

services or events. Given that “free” is the

driving factor, whether a service has been

made free by branded support for

investment is now irrelevant. The only

caveat is that experiencemust be positive,

useful, entertaining and genuinely

beneficial. Otherwise, it will not stand out

in the crowd of content.

The future role for advertising and marketing is rosy and an
increasing number of businesses depend on commercial support;
advertising, sponsorship and partnerships. This means marketing
communications has a crucial role to play as we move into the future.
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is pleased to announce
the first

truly international

The Awards for Innovation inMedia are a response to
voices in the industry calling for international examples

of best practices asmediamoves into the complex
realm of ideas and strategy. In a world wheremessages

are becoming increasingly global, innovation is
essential to today’s effectivemedia thinking. This kind
ofmedia thinking ismultifaceted, complicated and
increasingly essential in a world wheremessages are

only becomingmore global.

It’s simple to enter—j ust answer 5 critical questions
about insights and solutions, then show up to 3
examples of the work. There are only 4 international
entry categories: media innovation for a global
campaign, a regional campaign, a local
execution of amultinational campaign or a local
campaign worthy of international
adaptation or of world class standards.

Innovation is more than creativity:

It suggests both right and left brain disciplines working
together to reinvent the way we connect with our
consumers and customers, wherever they may be in the world.

ccaallll  ffoorr  eennttrriieess::  DDeecc..  77,,  22000088 ::  www.internationalist-awards.com
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con·nect
v.  con·nect·ed, con·nect·ing, con·nects · to join or fasten together. · to associate or 
consider as related · to join to or by means of a communications circuit

Con·nect Al·li·ance 
n.  an effective group of aligned, independent media representatives who offer 
best practices to connect media owners to increased revenues 
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1 Sabine Fedrowitz, Mercury Publicity GmbH.
2 Bernard Kedzierski, K.media.
3 David Oliver, Oliver Smith & Partners.
4 Frédéric Lahalle, Affinity Media.
5 Michael Karnig, karnig4media.
6 Eva Favre, Affinity-PrimeMEDIA.
7 Judith Spoor and Jim Koene — both Reed Business and Frank-Paul Ter Berg, DeTelegraaf.
8 Mark Dixon and Thomas Andersen — both Berlinske Tidende and Liz Butler, Guardian Newspapers.
9 Maria Moruno, Publipress Media and Ed Burness, Associated Newspapers.
10 Matt Findel-Hawkins, Nikkei Business Press and  Bob Breen, GWP/Handelsblatt.
11 Kathrine Ekas, Aftenposten
12 Gregory Plata, Dagens Nyheter. 
13 Corinna Simon, Spiegel-Verlag and Adrian Näf, Edipub S.A..
14 Michèle Beeckman and Dirk van Roy-- both Roularta Media Group.
15 Urban Sandström, Bonnier Tidskrifter and Tina Ignatius, Talentum Media.
16 Tonja Sundberg, Kauppalehti and Colin Smith, Oliver Smith & Partners.
17 Eeva Sokolowski, Helsingin Sanomat.
18 Laurent Briggs, Affinity Media and Margarita Fernandez, El Mundo.
19 Heinz Brenner, Siemens AG.
20 Lisbeth Olness, Dagens Naeringsliv.
21 Alla Malakhova and Ekaterina Kuznetsova — both Kommersant Publishing.
22 Vivi Lescher, Metro International; Sarah Leonard, K.Media; Jason Treloar, Metro International; Isabelle

Morin, K.Media.
23 Katrin Grünmeier, PHD Germany GmbH and Maria Ingels, Dagens Industri.
24 Kyoko Norishima, The Yomiuri Shimbun and Hirokazu Tsuji Nikkei Europe.
25 Ida Lindström, Bonnier Tidskrifter.
26 Michel Hersant, Mercury Publicity Ltd.
27 Jaap De Wilde, PCM; Petra Sindel, Z&S Mediateam; Ayten Dulkadir, PCM.  
28 Constance Bucaille, Group Express-Roularta. 
29 Anja Herrmann, Mercury Publicity & Thomas Ziegler, Edipub S.A.

7thAnnual Connect Alliance Partners Meeting 
“Success in a Changing Media World — A German Perspective”
Berlin/Brandenburg, Germany — September 4 and 5, 2008
Potsdam, the old capital of the Prussian Kings and the more modern site of the historic bridge that once linked East and West
was this year’s site for the Annual Connect Alliance Partners Meeting.  Held at the Hotel Resort Schwielowsee, 
German-based marketers like Siemens and Germanwings, along with agency leaders, offered their perspectives on the future
of media to publishers from around the world.
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on
with Les Margulis

Back To School: An Ad Man Looks at Teaching

I have returned to the University, not to

attend but to teach. In my career,

involvement with the training programs of

the junior staff has been a constant priority.

While some senior ad agency staff find it

difficult to add training to their personal

lists of tasks, I always found rewards in it.

Passing on an enthusiasm for the business

and raising the bar high enough to

challenge the industry’s future leaders,

never fails to pay off.

Given that talent is such a key issue for

our industry, my new role as professor has

me thinking a lot about preparing the next

generation of advertising professionals.

Without question, our industry must

recognize that its future is rooted in starting

earlier in the training process. Young people

who choose this profession should know

something about how to succeed in

advertising before the even applying for

their first job. Universities teach knowledge,

but I am seeing first-hand how a career

advertising professional can make a

difference by turning theoretical knowledge

in to practical knowledge — and igniting

students’ passion for the business.  

Universities have changed a lot over the

years, but the students at heart may not be

so different.  I am meeting countless young

people who have fallen in love with

advertising as I had many decades ago.

And the ones who will succeed have an

understanding from Day 1 that this

business is about ideas and the ability to sell

them. It is about brands building

relationship with consumers. Not so

different from the day I started...  “The man

in grey flannel suit” may now be wearing

Dockers and Topsiders and Google has

replaced Life Magazine as the source of

information. But the core business is the

same.

There has, of course, always been a

criticism from some that universities don't

produce graduates who can function as

professionals tomorrow.  I don’t agree. My

University is open to close collaboration

with the industry and guest lecturers are

highly sought after, because they bring the

real world of the advertising business into

focus. The majority of the faculty have real

life experience: the ad professors worked in

agencies, many in New York and Chicago;

the journalism professors worked on

dailies, and the broadcast instructors

worked either behind or in front of the

cameras. The traditional bow-tied Ivy Tower

professor is long gone.

My students are taught to respond, as

we professionals do, creatively, analytically

and intelligently to problems and situations

that they encounter in the everyday

workplace. Many schools today have

internal advertising agencies and real world

clients who pay for their ideas.

Universities now know they are a

business, and like all other business, they

are constantly exploring both revenue

enhancement opportunities and cost-

effectiveness. They must offer the students

the best practical education or the kids will

go elsewhere.  With “distance learning”

more common, students can take a course

from any university in a center of excellence

located thousands of miles away.

It is here at the university that the

students get an early opportunity to see the

big picture. We know that once on the job,

the time dedicated to actual classroom

learning is limited. Young people are

trained to be task oriented and not idea

driven. (“Do this chart!”)

The solution is for a more integrated

relationship between industry and the

university so that graduates will have had

exposure to both the theoretical aspects of

the business, as well as the practical issues

of their day-to-day client contact. I advocate

that the industry start with more

involvement at the university level. 

Get to know the students, and then hire

the best. Offer graduates more than a

desktop and a new IP address, pay them

well. The world of high tech, new tech and

the Internet has broadened the

opportunities for employment. If we don’t

connect early with our young enthusiasts,

we risk becoming a second rate industry.

And in a business modelled largely on best

practices, we cannot afford anything less

than first rate.

Les Margulis spent 25 years at BBDO New York as International Media Director, and then settled with his
Australian wife, Ann, in Sydney.  However, he couldn’t quit the business. The lure of Bondi Beach or the
famed Opera season just wasn’t enough. Les formed his own company, Margulis Media Group, and has
been doing some serious globetrotting with a seminar series on best practices for media agencies. 
His recent assignments have taken him from Kiev to Moscow to Dubai to TelAviv to Johannesberg, and
next to Gainesville, Florida where he will serve for 4 months as  a Freedom Forum 
Professor of Advertising at the University of Florida.

He has found, however, that in his role as “trainer,” he is doing far more learning than teaching. In this new column for The Internationalist, Les
Margulis will offer his perspective of how the concept of media is changing around the world, and he will share ideas and best practices from 
his various stops around the globe.

1
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the inter national ist agency

Sponsored by 2008

SKY NEWS hosted a special Innovators 
luncheon in London on September 18th as part of
an annual series to honor the Agency Innovators
named every summer by The Internationalist.
This year’s venue was The Cinnamon Club,
housed in London’s historic Old Westminster 
Library.  The spot is known for its reinterpretation
of India haute cuisine with a distinctly European
flavor.  Champagne toasts began the celebrations.

london
1

2

3

1 Annabelle Lees and Sophie Thompson — both SKY NEWS/National 
Geographic Channel  

2  Paola Hellel, National Geographic Channel and Tim Marshall, SKY NEWS.
3 Sophie Potte, National Geographic Channel and Laura Milsted, Just Media

(2008 Innovator).
4 THani Mahdi, Mindshare Interactive (2008 Innovator).
5 Chris Carmichael, Mindshare (2007 Innovator).
6 Ben Luwkawski, Mindshare.
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P E O P L E  A N D  P L A C E S
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8

INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY® AND INVESTORS.COM AT THE 2008 US TENNIS OPEN.

Each year at the US Open, IBD® hosts an event on Super Saturday for their clients to enjoy the men's semi-finals.

1 IBD's VP of Advertising Jerry Ferrara with Mike Scherb of PSEG & his guest Giselle Dente.
2  John Yatkauskas of IBD w/Brian Hughes of Mindshare and his guest Matthew Hughes.
3 Patrice O'Neill and Christine Bacon of  Neo@Ogilvy  with Tony Andrade of IBD.
4 Cristina Capobianco and Kylie Anderson of Mediacom.
5 Tony Andrade with Adam Lutz of Neo@Ogilvy.
6 Devin Graham, Casey Devine, Janice Janendo and Alicia Gamble.
7 The IBD team:  Alicia Gamble, Janice Janendo, Casey Devine; John Yatkauskas and Tony Andrade — standing.
8 Ken and Raquel Berman of Gorilla Trades with Devin Graham of IBD.
9 IBD's John Yatkauskas, Jerry Ferrara and Devine Graham.
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The Fox Club London,
46 Clarges Street,
London, W1J 7ER
tel: 020 7495 3656

In the heart of Mayfair you will find one of London’s
best kept secrets, The Fox Club.

This private member’s club is tucked away on Clarges
Street yet just a stone’s throw from Green Park,
Buckingham Palace and an array of exclusive shops.

The Fox offers its members a unique blend of 
informal yet professional service...“we look after you!”

For information about membership and rates go to
www.foxclublondon.com.

P E O P L E  A N D  P L A C E S

IAA-NY CHAPTER FEATURES NORTEL

As part of its monthly luncheon series featuring insights from an international 
marketer, the IAA in New York welcomed Anna Griffin, Nortel’s Director of Global
Branding and Advertising. The event was sponsored by BusinessWeek.

1 Joe Priolo of Publicitas and Dan Cohen of The Harvard Business Review.
2  Larry Levy of LJL Associates and Jo Ann Daddio .
3 Kevin McNichol, Fireman’s Fund Insurance Co., Maria Saperhnikov, IDG Digital

and Patric Hale, Capital Markets LLC.
4 Andre Gorenstein, Portfolio.com; Will Travis, Dentsu and Tony Haskell, Condé

Nast Portfolio.
5 Roderic Leerling, Nikkei Business Press
6 Peter Wright, BBC Worldwide; James Patton, The Harvard Business 

Review and Tim McCann, ESPN.
7 John Moncure, The Financial Times.
8 Valentin Polyakov, GlobalWorks.
9 Rich Confrey, BusinessWeek; Anna Griffin, Nortel and Jessica Sibley, 

BusinessWeek.
10 Brendan Ripp of Time.
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1

DAGENS INDUSTRI OFFERS A TASTE OF SWEDEN

Sweden’s Financial Daily, Dagens Industri, offered the London advertising 
community a taste of the Swedish market at the new Haymarket Hotel.  
In addition to an update on the largest of the Scandinavian markets in a very
Nordic-type setting, guests enjoyed traditional Swedish luncheon fare, including
a variety of smoked fish and aquavit.

1 David Oliver of Oliver Smith & Partners (OSP) and Maria Ingels of Dagens
Industri, the event hosts — in front the Haymarket Hotel’s Nordic-looking
pool.

2  Karine Bernard of OSP and Will Fearnley-Wittingstall, Adventis Coltman.
3 Sandrine Marchal of OSP and Natalie Jones of Thirty three.
4 Timo Schmid of Total Media.
5 Sara Varnell, LBI.
6 Lloyd Emeka, DWA.
7 Maimouna Diop, Ptarmigan Media.
8 Aurelie Conte, OSP and Jessica Ogg, Thirty three.
9 James Turner, White Spider Media.
10 Jacqui Seddon, Just Media.
11 Steve Traveller, Starcom.
12 Brad Fincken of Ptarmigan Media and Peter Wright of Farrar Media.
13 Fernando de Benavides of Terra Firma.
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P E O P L E  A N D  P L A C E S

B-TO-B WORLD CONFERENCE: PASSPORT TO TRANSFORMATION

Two partner associations, ABM and FIPP, hosted a business-to-business media
conference at New York’s Roosevelt Hotel as the first U.S. location in their on-going
global series.  Over 300 executives from more than 30 countries attended the event,
which also included receptions at the United Nations and a boat cruise around
Manhattan.

1 Glenn Hansen of BPA Worldwide and Gordon Hughes of ABM.
2  Pat McGovern and David Hill — both IDG and Paul Woodward of Business

Strategies Group.
3 Stuart Smith, SSM Group and Peter Goldstone of Hanley Wood.
4 Eusebio Serrano, Informacíon y Control de Publicacíones.
5 Erwin Reisch, Alfons W. Gentner Verlag.
6 Jeff Reinhardt, Berkery, Noyes & Co; Nick Ferrari, ABM; John Wickersham,

The Van Tulleken Company and Peter Black, BPA Worldwide.
7 Chander Rai, Cross Border Media, Inc.
8 Derek Reisfield, BBN Networks LLC and Kirk Laughlin, Ziff Davis Enterprise.
9 Geoff Hird, Westwick-Farrow Publishing; Alan Schlanger and Jim Hohman —

both Convera Corp.
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some like it quaint: amsterdam
Amsterdam may be most famous for its playfully debauched image, but these days the city is
playing an increasingly important role in the world of international business.  The city’s central
proximity to many points in Europe and a steadfast commitment to building service and 
knowledge oriented industries is paying off, resulting in one of Europe’s most vibrant locations
(and some of the fastest broadband in Europe!).

F R O M  H U B C U L T U R E . C O M

Arrivals
If you’re coming to Amsterdam from
around Europe, such as Paris, Zurich, or
Berlin, chances are the efficient Dutch train
network will be a good bet to get you in and
out. Those farther afield will arrive at
Schipol airport, which is essentially a giant
shopping mall with a runway attached.  
Don’t bother with a taxi into town — the

prices are quite high considering the
distance. Instead, hop a high-speed train,
which will whisk you into the city and
around the region for a fraction of the price
and at a much faster clip. When you arrive
at Amsterdam Centraal, you'll be perfectly
positioned to walk a few blocks to most of
the good hotels, or can easily catch a cab
from the station.
Amsterdam is one of Europe’s older

cities and was principally constructed
during the age of canals (predating rail and
automobile). Concentric rings of canals
radiate out from the rough area of the train
station, and feature lovely views along
narrow walking boulevards.  
Most of the fun hotels are in this area —

including the Dylan, one of Europe’s most
stylish hotels. The Dylan features
beautifully appointed rooms in a modern
and whimsical style, and while the service
isn't what it used to be, it remains the place
to stay in the city.
For something a bit different, try the

Lloyd. The concept behind this hotel,
located just a bit outside of the main drag,
is to mix the high end with the low-end to
create a space that is “economically diverse’
— a cultural stew that mixes five star rooms
with three and two star rooms in the same
space. The lowest end rooms are a disaster,

but the mix enables people from all walks
of life to share the experience in general
common areas. The Lloyd was formerly a
detention center, and it shows, but the
overall affect is unique, the value of which
can’t be understated.
On the food front, a number of great

restaurants have taken hold in the city.  Two
of the more interesting choices are Stout!
and Envy. Stout! features highly
constructed, flavorful dishes in a casual
setting, with lots of seafood and ethnic style
salads on the menu.
Envy is based on the seven deadly sins

and is the most successful of a series of
restaurants in Amsterdam based on the
theme. Long corridors and attractive design
cater to a hip, young crowd, so hanging out
here is akin to being in a bar, but with
better food and service than is found in
most places. Again, the food is constructed
in the mood of ‘modern’, but the experience
is worthwhile, especially if you are
entertaining clients.
Supperclub remains an institution in the

city — the original ‘bed’ restaurant,
featuring large lounges and people lolling
about, many of them partaking of the
herbal remedies for which Amsterdam is so
famous. Supperclub offers a mix of
performances, art and food, creating a full
experience to the evening that even after
many years is still going strong in the city.
It's a must-see for any Amsterdam visitor,
even though copies have sprung up as far
away as Singapore and San Francisco.

Later On
Amsterdam remains famous for its relaxed
approach to most forms of soft vice,
whether it involves drug culture or the
city’s famous red light areas. But the
reality is that most Amsterdam people
tend to avoid these cliches, and a good
time can be had at a number of ‘normal’
destinations. Many feature top DJs, such
as up-and-comer Armand Van Buuren.

Chemisty offers a spectacular setting for
late night activities and quite elaborate
parties and settings, especially on
weekends.  
For a fun, upscale scene, you could

check out Jimmy Woo and Mansion, but to
get a real flavor for Amsterdam’s
underground scene, it would be Korsakoff.
Korsakoff takes a page from Berlin
nightlife, appealing to the city’s alternative
set Get set for punk-rock and gothic,
which battle it out for domination of the
scene. It’s an experience, so wear your
eyes-wide-shut outfit if you decide to give
it a try.

The General View
Despite the tourist impressions that tend to
overshadow Amsterdam, the reality is that
the city is a  strong magnet for international
business. The new areas of Zuidas and
other ring business centers house large
numbers of international companies and
their European headquarters, especially in
advertising and marketing.  This scene
gives Amsterdam a permanently outward
and international view, a stark contrast to
the quaint streets and cozy canals that
dominate the historic centre. Together they
provide a nice mix between responsibility
and hedonism, a balance that Amsterdam
struggles to maintain in the right doses.
At the end however, quaint wins.

Nothing beats a simple stroll through the
canals and narrow streets at dusk, watching
as the streetlights begin to illuminate
cobbled streets and perfectly manicured row
houses, all lit  up with modern design.
Sure, half the tourists are stoned and you're
likely to be dodging locals on bicycles with
bells, but its all just part of the charm.

Stan Stalnaker is the founder and creative
director of Hub Culture Ltd., a movement with a

suite of activities focused on content

development, private social networks and global

experiences. He can be contacted at

stan.stalnaker@hubculture.com.
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